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2012 Debit Issuer Study

Debit Growth Remains Robust
Despite New Regulations

T

he 2012 Debit Issuer Study, commissioned by PULSE, reveals
that debit transactions were robust across all issuer types 		
in 2011 amid profound industry changes as a result of
Regulation II. Consumer debit use continues to grow, and key
metrics such as penetration, activation and usage have increased
or remained steady.

According to the study, active debit cardholders performed an
average of 18.3 transactions per month last year, as compared to
16.3 in 2010. These transactions resulted in an annual average
spend of $8,326 per card. The number of accounts with debit cards
continues to increase, with penetration reaching 76 percent, up
from 73 percent in 2010.
(continued on page 10)

Fighting Fraud on Multiple Levels

F

raud is increasing, and not just in financial services, fraud expert Daniel Draz told participants in a recent PULSE Debit Performance
Webinar Series. Health care, government and education also are major targets for data breaches.
Draz, of Fraud Securities, led two sessions of the three-part fraud series, addressing “Data Breaches: The Risk, the Regulation
and the Response” and “Maximizing Investigation and Prosecution Referral Efforts.” The third webinar, “ATM Security: Customers Aren’t
the Only Ones Who Want Money from an ATM,” was presented by James Pettit, Director of ATM Security for Diebold Inc.
(continued on page 9)
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VIEW FROM THE TOP
Dear PULSE Participant,

P
Dave Schneider

“ ...issuers are in the
best position to 		
ensure debit cards
remain top of wallet,
given existing 		
relationships with 		
their cardholders and
strong consumer 		
preference for debit.”

ULSE has a long-standing commitment to developing innovative products and
services that can help our participants get the most out of their debit programs.
With the implementation of new debit regulations and a rapidly changing industry
landscape, this commitment is even more important.
Findings from our 2012 Debit Issuer Study, the cover story in this issue of PULSATIONS,
clearly indicate that issuers are in the best position to ensure debit cards remain top
of wallet, given existing relationships with their cardholders and strong consumer
preference for debit.
To take advantage of that opportunity, issuers may need to modify their traditional
debit strategies. This includes managing economics at the account-holder level, rather
than at the transaction level, engaging more with merchants, and strengthening 		
customer loyalty.
At PULSE, we have accelerated our efforts to help our network participants respond
to these challenges. These efforts are focused on addressing the shift in debit economics
and the increased competition for cardholder attention.
The result is a roadmap for enhancing and diversifying our current products and
services. Key elements of this roadmap include investments in the following:
• DebitProtect®, our fraud mitigation system, helps participants reduce risk and
expense. The ability to react promptly and accurately to debit card fraud can also
help grow your debit business by instilling cardholder confidence in the payment
system and your brand. Enhancements in development include real-time 		
authorization blocking capabilities.
• The PULSE loyalty and rewards platform, currently in the pilot phase, will provide
a turnkey solution for delivering targeted offers and rewards to cardholders. This
platform will provide PULSE issuers another option for strengthening cardholder
loyalty and increasing debit transaction volume and revenue, and also create an
opportunity for issuers to engage directly with merchants. As an added benefit,
this service will capture valuable transaction data that can be used to analyze
spending behavior and trends, which can help issuers and merchants enhance
the relationship with their most valuable customers.
• We are actively working on mobile payments and EMV strategies that will benefit
our network participants. Investments we are making in our network infrastructure
will make it easier for participants to mobilize their existing capabilities to meet
consumer demand for these services. We are finalizing our plans for supporting
EMV transactions, which will include dedicated resources to assist our participants
in this effort. We are also collaborating with industry participants to ensure interoperability with other brands and support for merchant routing options, as required
by the new debit regulations.
As we move forward with these initiatives, we will provide further details on how
you can leverage them in your debit card program. We invite you to join us at the PULSE
Conference in Las Vegas, October 1-3, where Judith McGuire, PULSE Executive Vice
President of Product Management, will discuss our product roadmap in her presentation,
“Creating a Winning Business Partnership.” For more information about the conference,
please see the article on page 6.
And as always, thanks for your continued support of PULSE.
Sincerely,

Dave Schneider
President
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PULSE adds 104 Institutions
to Network in First Half of 2012
Transactions grew to 2.1 billion 		
R
for the first six months, which 			
esults are in for the first half of the fiscal year, and PULSE
has continued to expand its network. From December
2011 to May 2012, PULSE added 104 new financial institution
participants, nearly twice as many as during the same period
last year.
In addition, total transaction and dollar volume on the network
were up substantially for the first half of the year. Transactions
grew to 2.1 billion for the first six months, representing a 10 percent increase compared to last year. And first-half dollar volume
of $79.6 billion represented a 12 percent increase over the same
period in 2011.
“We expect to see continued growth through the rest of this
year, driven by consumer preference for debit and PULSE’s superior
overall value, national reach, customer service and highly reliable
ATM and POS switching and settlement services,” said PULSE
President Dave Schneider.

represents a 10 percent increase 		
compared to last year.
“Our business development and account management teams
have done a tremendous job, both in securing new business and
expanding products and services to our current participants. And
as the network grows, so does our ability to serve cardholders
with expanded ATM and POS access, making PULSE more valuable
to existing participants,” added Schneider.

ATM & Debit Card
Safety Materials

O

ne of the most important factors in
combating financial fraud is awareness. Educating account holders on
current trends and arming them with the
tools to protect themselves can help stop
perpetrators before they strike.
Your financial institution can reduce
fraudulent transactions by taking a proactive approach to preventing attacks before
they happen. To assist you in this effort,
PULSE stocks a range of ATM & Debit Card
Safety materials in its online marketplace,
including:
• ATM & Debit Card Safety Insert
• Identity Theft, Fraud & You Insert
• ATM Card Protector
Connect with Us
Order safety materials through the PULSE
Marketplace, www.pulsenetwork.com.
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PULSE Partners with IBAT
to Champion Financial Literacy

P

ULSE firmly believes in giving back to
our community. Through our community outreach initiatives, we actively
advocate for education and preparing our
youth to be the leaders of tomorrow.

IBAT Teach the Teacher Program™

PULSE recently partnered with the
Independent Bankers Association of Texas
(IBAT) to assist with two important projects
sponsored by the IBAT Foundation. First,
IBAT has launched its Teach the Teacher
program, which provides Texas high school
teachers with the tools and information
they need to fulfill legislative requirements
for financial education at the high school
level.
Teachers receive Texas Education
Agency credit, while students acquire vital
financial education that may help guide
their future. PULSE contributed to the
creation of the curriculum, including the
addition of a debit component, and
highlighted access to DebitSavvy.org, a
valuable, complimentary resource website
for all things debit.

IBAT Careers in 		
Community Banking

Bankers are often
invited to speak at schools
for Career Day fairs and
events. To encourage
participation and help
volunteer speakers save
preparation time, the IBAT
Education Foundation and
PULSE have pooled expert
resources to create three
full-scale presentations
available to IBAT members.
The presentations were
designed for elementary,
middle school and high
school audiences, and provide information
on many aspects of banking, including
identity theft and fraud mitigation, owning
a bank or being a bank officer, customer
service and financial lending.
“Sponsoring IBAT Foundation’s financial
literacy programs is a natural extension of
our long-time support of IBAT,” said Steve
Sievert, PULSE Executive Vice President of
Marketing and Communications. “We are
proud to take a leadership role with IBAT

in the financial services industry to support
teachers who have such a profound
influence on the lives of today’s youth.”
To learn more about the IBAT
Foundation community efforts, and 		
download Career Day presentations, visit
www.IBAT.org/foundation.

PULSE Deploying Leading Edge,
Dynamic Neural Technologies
Innovations Reduce Exposure to Transactional Fraud

T

he technology community is buzzing
about work under way at PULSE to
significantly upgrade the capabilities
of the DebitProtect® Fraud Detection
Services. Hewlett Packard recently recognized ReD with its 2012 HP AllianceONE
Partner of the Year Award for Innovation
for its work on the upgrade.
ReD developed the PRISM® solution that
will enable DebitProtect to combat financial
transaction fraud as it evolves by employing dynamic neural and rules-based
technologies and intelligent data-mining
for rapid detection of fraudulent transactions. With these revved-up technologies
fully deployed across the PULSE network in
2013, DebitProtect will offer a higher level
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of real-time decision making and
fraud prevention than ever, without
negatively impacting the customer
experience.
“This new real-time capability is
critical, as payment fraud becomes faster
and more advanced,” said George
Danforth, PULSE Vice President of
Emerging Products. “We are talking about
processing 100 percent of transactions in
real-time at a jaw-dropping decisioning
speed of less than 250 milliseconds per
transaction.”
Further details about the DebitProtect
enhancements will be communicated to
network participants in the coming
months.
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Connect with Us

DebitProtect Fraud Detection Services
866-892-3517
debitprotect@pulsenetwork.com
www.pulsenetwork.com/debitprotect

Bankers Associations in Wisconsin,
Texas Endorse PULSE Select ®
Momentum Grows for Surcharge-Free ATM Network

T

wo new endorsements of PULSE’s
surcharge-free ATM network highlight the program’s growing success
at serving financial institutions’ and 		
cardholders’ needs.
The Wisconsin Bankers Association has
announced an exclusive endorsement of
the PULSE Select®/MoneyPass® Network.
Banks in the Badger State can offer customers access to 911 surcharge-free ATMs
in Wisconsin and more than 20,000 across
the country. Meanwhile, the Independent
Bankers Association of Texas also has
recognized PULSE Select/MoneyPass as
an endorsed surcharge-free ATM network
provider.

“ PULSE made it ver y
easy to implement,
including providing
an ATM locator we
can link to from our
home page.”
Dixie Hall
Executive Vice President and Cashier
Blanco National Bank

The PULSE Select/MoneyPass Program
has steadily gained momentum since its
2009 launch. At last count, more than 1,300
financial institutions have joined the program, and 58 million cardholders currently
enjoy its benefits. Participating financial
institutions say the program builds customer loyalty, helps attract new customers
and is a cost-effective way to grow ATM
transaction volume.
“We pride ourselves on delivering innovative solutions to meet our customers’
evolving financial needs and goals, and
PULSE Select is definitely a differentiator for
us,” said Sue Garman, Senior Vice President

of Operations for Westbury Bank in West
Bend, Wisc. “Offering access to thousands
of surcharge-free ATMs at convenient
locations across the country is a great
selling point.”
One of the key benefits is PULSE
Select’s nationwide footprint. It levels the
playing field with competing financial
institutions that offer large ATM fleets.
“Prior to participating in the PULSE
Select/MoneyPass Network, we only had
four ATMs of our own, so it was hard to
compete with the larger banks,” said Dixie
Hall, Executive Vice President and Cashier
with Blanco National Bank in Blanco, Texas.
“PULSE made it very easy to implement,
including providing an ATM locator we can
link to from our home page.”
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The program is open to all PULSE
financial institution participants. Participants
in the PULSE Select/MoneyPass alliance
retain the option to surcharge transactions
performed by cardholders of non-alliance
banks, credit unions and savings institutions.

Connect with Us

800-420-2122
www.pulsenetwork.com/pulseselect
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Insights & Solutions Forum 		
and Concurrent Sessions

New Ideas and Strategies
Just the Beginning
T

he 2012 PULSE Conference is fast approaching, and this
year’s agenda offers more opportunities than ever to
hear from industry experts on topics of interest and
importance to you. Three general sessions will guide you
through our industry’s most pressing concerns, including what
the future for debit holds, how to thrive in it and how to effectively lead your team through the challenges and opportunities
ahead. We also have added three new concurrent sessions this
year, for a total of 12 debit-driven topics for you to consider.
Each year, we kick off the conference with the Insights &
Solutions Forum, a two-hour, interactive panel discussion
designed to provide an in-depth analysis of a subject that is a
prime area of focus for our participants. The 2012 forum focuses
on managing our businesses in the wake of Regulation II.
Capturing Opportunities – Strategies to Prosper in a PostDurbin Environment features a panel with a wide variety of
experience. Attendees will have the opportunity to learn about
industry experts’ strategies for keeping debit profitable and
hear how their peers are responding to the new era of debit.
Fred Becker, President and CEO of the National Association
of Federal Credit Unions (NAFCU), has dramatically increased
NAFCU’s direct contact with its membership in his 12-year tenure. This collaborative relationship with credit unions provides
Fred and his team with invaluable insight into the day-to-day
issues and experiences of financial institutions. Fred is an avid
advocate for credit unions among federal regulatory agencies,
the White House, Congress and the national media.
Tony Hayes also joins the forum panel this year. Tony is a
partner in Oliver Wyman’s Retail and Business Banking division,
where he specializes in developing strategies related to electronic payments and retail delivery channels. His expertise
encompasses a broad range of payment types, from PIN and
signature debit to credit, checks and cash, as well a variety of
constituencies, such as consumers, issuers, ATM deployers,
networks and processors. Each year, Tony contributes his

expertise to the PULSE-commissioned Debit Issuer Study and other
studies fundamental to the payments industry.
Rounding out our panel, Eduardo Tobon is the CEO of Sovereign
Bank’s U.S. Cards and Payments Division. Eduardo has extensive
experience in strategic alliances and consulting, which helped garner more than 60,000 domestic and international clients for
Sovereign Bank. He currently oversees a $22 billion payments business, providing debit and credit card solutions, as well as merchant
acquiring for approximately 2 million clients.
Leah Henderson will reprise her role as forum moderator. She is
the Executive Vice President of Sales and Account Management at
PULSE, primarily focused on managing and directing the company’s
sales and business development division. Leah’s 22-year tenure with
PULSE gives her a deep understanding of electronic funds and the
financial industry as a whole.
The Insights & Solutions Forum promises to deliver invaluable
information on the current payments industry landscape, and help
you develop functional strategies that can streamline your
business for increased profitability and a better bottom line. For
more information, visit the 2012 PULSE Conference website.

Connect with Us

www.pulsenetwork.com/conference12

Save the Date

2013 PULSE Conference
October 7-9 | New Orleans

As you develop your 2013 travel budget, we hope you will make plans to join us in
New Orleans for the annual PULSE Conference. Registration is complimentary and
a benefit of your participation in PULSE. Additional details about the 2013 event
will be provided later this year.

SM
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Agenda

Smartphone App
Puts Conference in
Attendees’ Hands

Tuesday, October 2, 2012
12:45 p.m. – 1:45 p.m.

Concurrent Session A
How to Navigate the EMV Roadmap
Mark Horwedel, CEO, Merchant Advisory Group

P

ULSE has created a mobile app to help
conference attendees stay organized with
event, exhibitor and speaker information.
Attendees can receive real-time event communications, keep up with industry news through
social media, rate conference sessions, locate
exhibitors and connect with colleagues
through a “Friend” feature.
The app is available for most devices, and
downloading it is easy. Start using the app
today as your source for PULSE Conference
information.

Reaching Underbanked Consumers with Prepaid Solutions
Patrick Brown, Senior Vice President of Corporate and Financial
Institutions Channel, NetSpend

Replacing Lost Fee Income: Best New Revenue and Cost Cutting
Opportunities in 2012 and Beyond
Lee Wetherington, Director of Strategic Insight, ProfitStars®

2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Concurrent Session B
What Consumers Want (Hint: It Probably Isn’t Fees)
Mark Schwanhausser, Senior Analyst, Javelin Strategy & Research

Driving Performance by Using Debit Portfolio Analytics
Brenda Moulton, Senior Manager, Product Management, PULSE

For Apple products and Android phones,
visit the App Store or Google Play on your
device and search for PULSECON12. For
other smartphones – including BlackBerry
and all web browser-enabled phones –
point your mobile browser to
m.coreapps.com/pulse2012.

Fraud Fighting Information Exchange – Strengthening
Prevention Techniques Industry Wide
Suzanne Phegley, ATM/Fraud Investigator, FCB Banks
Russell Brown, Data Fraud Business Intelligence Analyst, PULSE

3:15 p.m. – 4:15 p.m.

Concurrent Session C
Creating a Winning Business Partnership
Judith McGuire, Executive Vice President, 			
Product Management, PULSE

Revolutionizing Reward Programs to Increase 		
Customer Loyalty
Jeff Trachtman, Senior Manager, Product Management, PULSE
Stephanie Cohen, Partner LoyaltyOne Consulting and Contributing Editor,
COLLOQUY

How to Get to YOUR Carnegie Hall – Become a Virtuoso!
Mike Rayburn, Keynote Artist

Wednesday, October 3, 2012
9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.

Concurrent Session D
When Customers Become Fans … or Foes
Peter Shankman, Social Media Entrepreneur, Angel Investor,
Founder and CEO, The Geek Factory

Hot Topic: ATM 2.0 – Shaping the Future of Self-Service Banking
Becky Falconer, Senior Director, Consumer Transaction Services,
Diebold Incorporated

Creating a Fraud Department that Works
Steve Kempczynski, Senior Program Manager, Bridgeforce
Eric Lillard, Director, Fraud Operations, PULSE

#PULSECON12
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Issuers Respond to
Debit Industry Changes

R

egulation II has led to changes in the debit industry,
especially for financial institutions with $10 billion or more 		
in assets that are subject to the interchange cap provision.
Results from the 2012 Debit Issuer Study (see article, page 1) indicate
that interchange-regulated issuers are adjusting their debit
business models in response to the new economics.
Some issuers are considering implementing new card-based
or DDA-related fees. Interchange-regulated issuers are more likely
than exempt issuers to introduce fees to compensate for revenue
lost from Regulation II. Only 17 percent of exempt issuers plan to
introduce fees, while 33 percent of regulated issuers are considering the same. Of regulated issuers evaluating fees, 33 percent are
planning to increase ATM fees, while only 7 percent show interest
in introducing or increasing fees for debit card purchases.
Interchange-regulated issuers also are looking to change the
mix of PIN/signature debit by actively promoting PIN. PIN transactions now have a higher profit margin than signature transactions
for regulated issuers.
Although PIN and signature transactions earn roughly the
same interchange rate, PIN transactions have lower network fees
and significantly lower fraud costs. As a result, 33 percent of regulated issuers are now promoting PIN debit to their cardholders
after years of encouraging signature debit use.
In addition, regulated issuers are
eliminating or shifting their rewards
programs, as they have become more
costly after Regulation II.
Lower debit revenue is shifting
the rewards landscape away from
points programs toward merchantfunded or relationship-based
offerings. Issuers offering 		
merchant-funded rewards

increased to 38 percent from 25 percent in 2010; relationship-based
programs more than doubled to 19 percent from 7 percent.
Finally, Regulation II has made it necessary for issuers to focus
more on efficiency. Regulated issuers with high cost structures can
lose money on every debit transaction unless they work to reduce
costs, such as network and processing fees and fraud costs. Some
issuers are looking closely at their fee structures and implementing
new technologies to mitigate fraud losses.
More information on the 2012 Debit Issuer Study is available on
the PULSE website.

Connect with Us

www.pulsenetwork.com/research

PULSE Introduces New
Settlement Processes in October

F

ollowing months of preparation in cooperation with the processor community, PULSE is making changes to its settlement 		
processes in October 2012. These changes will enable us to better balance the needs of merchants and issuers in a more-regulated
debit environment.														
Effective the settlement day of October 15, PULSE will change its settlement cutoff time from 2:30 p.m. CT to 11:59:59 p.m. CT.
As a result, the Federal Reserve window for processing ACH settlements will have closed before the end of our new settlement day. For
this reason, settlement of funds will be delivered by wire or wire drawdown, to be posted the following day. This change will take effect
the settlement day of October 10. Fees and PIX2 adjustments will continue to be settled via ACH going forward.				
The settlement process changes will impact direct processors, including third-party processors, as well as issuers and merchants that
are directly connected to the PULSE network. It also will affect financial institutions and merchants that settle funds directly with PULSE.		
For more information about the settlement process changes, contact your PULSE Account Manager or Processor Relationship
Manager at 800-420-2122.		

A l l d e b i t a l l t h e t i m e SM
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Fighting Fraud on Multiple Levels (continued from page 1)

D EB I T NE WS M INU T E

Data Breaches

Hackers do not need to be highly sophisticated; they just need to find security
holes. Citing a Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report, Draz noted that 96 percent
of the victim organizations that are subject to Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standards (PCI DSS) had not achieved full compliance. As a result, the attacks were
not difficult to mount.
On the other hand, noted Draz, “Compliance does not ensure your security plan
is effective. You need to go beyond the ‘check-the-box’ mentality.”
Proactive measures include
having a data breach plan in place
before the attack. He suggested
creating a critical incident response
team, with defined roles and
responsibilities.
After a breach occurs, it is
important to identify the cause.
“You can’t fix it if you don’t know
what happened.” After identifying
the cause, then determine the
solution, fix the vulnerability and
retest to reduce your chances of
being a repeat target, he said.

Investigation and Prosecution

District and U.S. attorneys may see 4,000 fraud cases submitted to them, but they
have time to review only 400, and only 40 may actually be taken to court, Draz said
in the series’ second session.
By submitting “case-ready” investigations, institutions can increase the likelihood
that their fraud cases are tried. Document and catalog the entire investigation,
complete with the basic facts: who, what, where, when, why and how. Include clear
explanations of the fraud in layman’s terms, and organize the entire case in a tabbed
binder.

ATM Security

Card skimming is a primary concern when it comes to ATM security, Pettit said,
but other threats come from logical attacks such as malware and physical attacks on
the machines themselves.
Two years ago, the U.S. Secret Service estimated that ATM card fraud totaled
more than $1 billion a year. And the discovery and reporting of skimming devices
has risen to 50,000 cases annually today from 33,000 in 2009, Pettit said.
Smaller institutions are seeing increased skimming, and devices are being
discovered not just at “through the wall” ATMs, but increasingly at lobby and driveup locations. Some skimming devices are wafer-thin and can slide into a card slot,
while others can trap cash being issued from ATMs.
“The solutions involve layers of security,” Pettit said, such as random ATM
inspections, regular changes of card reader bezels, PIN-pad shields and even
radio frequency jamming to prevent skimming devices from transmitting data to
fraudsters. He also stressed that institutions should educate cardholders about
what to look for when using terminals.
This webinar series is one of a number hosted by PULSE throughout the year to
keep network participants informed about industry trends and provide strategies 		
to improve debit card programs. For more information, visit the Professional
Development section of the PULSE website.

Connect with Us

www.pulsenetwork.com/pd
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Poll finds Americans Would Switch

CreditCards.com and Morgan Stanley
A recent CreditCards.com poll found that
two-thirds of Americans would pay
another way if a credit card surcharge is
tacked on — no matter how small the
fee is. When told the surcharge could add
up to three percent to the purchase price,
only two percent of Americans said they
would be willing to pay a two percent
fee. In a July 2012 research report, Morgan
Stanley estimated that as many as 30
percent of U.S. retailers would eventually
choose to surcharge. Most expect debit
to be the primary alternative for those
who switch.

Apple Patent Offers Clues to Future
Mobile Payment Solution

AppleInsider
Apple products disrupted the music,
mobile phone and laptop industries, and
now the company appears to be setting
its sights on the payments industry.
Apple was recently awarded U.S. Patent
No. 8,255,323 for “Motion based payment
confirmation,” an invention that could be
implemented into an NFC-driven mobile
payment solution. The patent describes a
graphical user interface for payments
made on a mobile device, but analysts
say the claims and embodiments indicate
that it could be part of a comprehensive
transaction system.

Data Shows a Spike
in U.S. Debit Card Fraud

FICO
Analysis of data from the FICO® Falcon®
Fraud Manager Consortium finds a
continued shift toward debit card usage
and debit fraud loss risk. FICO’s analysis
shows usage of debit cards increasing
sharply over the period of the analysis,
with a 15 percent increase in overall
authorization volume and an increase in
techniques such as skimming, where a
criminal installs a device at an ATM or
self-checkout aisle to collect personal
data, such as debit card numbers and
PINs, remotely. The top three sources for
debit card fraud were ATMs, grocery
stores and automated fuel dispensers.

www.pulse-eft.com

2012 Debit Issuer Study (continued from page 1)

Key Challenges for 2012
89%

90%

83%
74%

Regulated Issuers

Exempt Issuers

Regulated Issuers

Regulatory Pressure

Fraud

Consumer PIN transactions increased 9 percent, while signature transactions grew 11 percent. Issuers expect this growth
to continue in 2012. The difference in PIN versus signature
projections is strongly affected by Regulation II, however.
Issuers project 15 percent growth for PIN and 8 percent for
signature transactions in both consumer and business debit.
Much of the growth in the debit market is from small-ticket
transactions. The average debit ticket size is $38, but 31 percent
of debit transactions are now less than $10, compared to 25
percent in 2010.

The outlook on rewards varies based on the type of issuer.
Only 18 percent of interchange-regulated issuers plan to maintain
existing programs or launch a new one, compared to 47 percent
of exempt issuers. Merchant-funded rewards and relationshipbased programs are the most likely types of rewards they will
explore.

Challenges and Outlook

Debit card fraud continues to impact all issuers, with data
breaches and compromises the main sources. The number of
issuers affected by a data breach decreased to 88 percent from 94
percent in 2010. Of those issuers’ cards, 7 percent were potentially
compromised with 1 percent actually experiencing fraud.
The net fraud loss rate on PIN debit was down from $0.005/
transaction (1.26 bps) in 2010 to $0.004/transaction (0.99 bps) in
2011, while signature debit fraud rates were up to $0.31/transaction
(8 bps) in 2011 from $0.027/transaction (7.5 bps) in 2010.
Surveyed issuers expect fraud losses to continue and indicated
fraud to be a top challenge in 2012. Exempt issuers are more
concerned than regulated institutions about fraud, while those
subject to the interchange restriction expressed greater concern
about regulation.
Although challenges were identified, issuers still expect debit
to grow in 2012 and have varied outlooks on key opportunities.
Interchange-regulated issuers are more interested in cost
reduction, while exempt issuers remain more invested in rewards
programs and emerging technologies such as mobile payments.
However, the top opportunity for all issuers has not changed: to
improve penetration, activation and usage.

Regulation II Impact

While debit growth remains strong, issuers reported
profound changes to their business as a result of Regulation II.
Interchange-regulated issuers’ approach to managing their
debit business has fundamentally shifted. These issuers, with at
least $10 billion in assets, experienced a significant decline in
debit interchange.
On average, regulated issuer interchange rates for PIN debit
decreased by 28 percent from $0.32 to $0.23. Consumer signature debit rates fell 55 percent from $0.52 to $0.27, and business
signature debit declined 87 percent from $2.10 to $0.26. Issuers
exempt from the interchange provision experienced a slight
reduction in interchange rates, with consumer signature debit
down by 3 percent to $0.46 per transaction.
The decline in interchange revenue has impacted debit
rewards significantly. Debit’s per-transaction economics for
regulated issuers are no longer able to support the cost of
traditional rewards programs. The number of issuers offering
rewards decreased to 37 percent from 56 percent in 2010.
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New PULSE Invoice
Design Improves Billing Information

P

ULSE is converting its invoicing system to a new platform
that gives participants more data, better product descriptions
and a comprehensive summary of their account charges. The
new invoices will provide more information in an easy-to-read
format, reducing the need to refer to backup pages for more
details.
The enhanced invoices are being introduced in phases during the second half of 2012 to processors, as well as to financial
institutions that receive monthly invoices for product-specific
charges from PULSE. These include institutions that utilize the
PULSE® Debit Solutions, Terminal Driving, Discover® Debit
and Perks Everyday® services.

The conversion schedule for the new
invoices is as follows:
June 2012 billing cycle
				

Discover Debit,
Perks Everyday

August 2012 billing cycle
				
				
				
				

Processor Billing,
Gateway Services,
Terminal Driving,
Debit Solutions
(Wisconsin Platform)

Fourth Quarter 2012
				

Debit Solutions
(primary platform)

The addition of product ID codes and
improved product descriptions will enable
participants to better understand charges.
Charges will be clearly identified as general fees 			
or pass-through fees.
“PULSE is providing participants with a number of tools to
assist them in transitioning to the new invoice design,” said Leah
Schlater-Brown, PULSE Director of Revenue Accounting. “These
include guides to the new invoice design and to the unique
Product ID codes for each product group, as well as an
on-demand web presentation about the new invoice design.”

Connect with Us

www.pulsenetwork.com/invoice

The enhanced invoices are being introduced in phases
during the second half of 2012 to processors, as well as
to financial institutions.
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Seconds with...

Denise Stigge

Vice President, Association Relations
and Client Services

We also offer associations and leagues articles on important
industry topics for use in their publications and websites. These
features are written by PULSE experts on topics that are relevant
for their readership, such as person-to-person payments, fraud-		
mitigation strategies and loyalty programs to retain cardholders.
Through our outreach efforts, we have the opportunity to help
advance the industry and demonstrate our commitment to 		
community banks and credit unions.
When I took on managing the Association Relations department more than a dozen years ago, having dedicated resources
for associations and leagues helped bring PULSE into new markets
and regions. Today, we are able to offer participants nationwide
card acceptance, due in part to increasing our visibility by
leveraging our association and league relationships.
For me personally, it has been gratifying to meet so many 		
wonderful people through the years who are committed to the
banking industry. I always encourage the sales staff to visit bank
associations or credit union leagues if they happen to be in the 		
area. From large national associations to smaller groups, that 		
personal contact is key to continuing to build our relationships 		
with them and their members.

PULSE has a long-standing and active program working
with bank associations and credit union leagues throughout the
country. During the course of the year, we attend, sponsor, exhibit
or provide speakers for more than 70 industry trade shows and
conferences in nearly every state.
Attending and exhibiting at a wide variety of trade shows
gives our Sales and Account Management Team an opportunity
to connect with our financial institution participants and cultivate
new relationships. These interactions help trade groups realize the
benefits that PULSE can bring to their members while allowing us
to communicate directly with institution attendees.
Each year, we also offer a list of topics to associations and
leagues that PULSE subject matter experts can address at conferences and other gatherings. We can provide speakers for both
general sessions and breakout sessions. A number of PULSE staff
members have participated as speakers – from our sales team to
our executive team, including our President, Dave Schneider.
In addition to the support we provide for trade shows and
conferences, we regularly advertise the PULSE brand, products
and services in a number of high-circulation league and
association publications.

IN CLOSING
PULSE and Discover
Support Local Schools

F

or the fourth consecutive year, PULSE employees volunteered at our adopted school, Dodson Elementary in
Houston, to distribute backpacks and school supplies to all
students. The event was part of the Discover Success in Schools
program.
Thirty-three PULSE volunteers were a part of Dodson’s Ice
Cream Social to welcome students back to school and help kick
off the 2012-2013 school year with new supplies and backpacks.
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